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ClearCourse Transportation Solutions Joins City Center Family
CUMMING, Ga. – ClearCourse Transportation Solutions, a Better Communities Collaborative company
that specializes in transportation engineering design, announced today they will be relocating their
firm’s headquarters to the Cumming City Center. ClearCourse is a traffic and transportation engineering
firm, with more than thirty years of experience, dedicated to keeping communities in motion.
This transportation engineering firm is led by an active member of the Forsyth community, Brent Cook,
PE, PTOE, RSP1, Director of Operations. At ClearCourse, Brent utilizes three decades of experience
serving the citizens of Georgia to help ClearCourse clients create safer roads and better routes in order
to keep their communities safely in motion. Prior to joining ClearCourse, Brent had an extensive 27-year
career with GDOT as a planning and traffic engineer. By holding PE licenses in Georgia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee as well as additional accreditations considered prestigious in his field, Brent works to remain
an active resource to ClearCourse clients and communities throughout the Southeast.
The relocation to the Cumming City Center marks the next chapter of expansion for ClearCourse as the
firm celebrates the growth it has experienced since its inception in spring of 2021. Centrally positioned
in the new City Center, this commitment reaffirms the firm’s ambitions to establish long-term roots in
the area and to provide continued support to the Forsyth community and surrounding region. The
ClearCourse team looks forward to moving into the new office space once the buildout construction on
their suite is completed in the coming months.
ABOUT CLEARCOURSE
The ClearCourse staff is known for designing innovative traffic and mobility solutions that are tailored to
the needs of their clients’ communities. Developed through the lens of their team's broad expertise and
an eye for keeping things safely in motion, the ClearCourse team drives projects forward while helping
the communities they serve address and solve the most complex initiatives. Visit clearcourse-ts.com to
learn more.
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